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Abstract—A CPM type constant envelope space-time modulation
is an attractive option especially for very high frequency and mo-
bile applications due to its resistance to a nonlinear distortion. The
paper analyzes the mean squared distance of the trellis coded CPM
type constant envelope space-time modulated signal in a Rayleigh
slowly flat fading spatial diversity channel with independent coeffi-
cients. It is shown that the distance evaluation depends on both—
the modulator trellis and on the distance evaluation trellis. The
latter has a special properties regarding to its free paths. These
properties—a critical path and the distance increments behavior
are the basis for the space-time trellis code design. We identify the
trellis code (data to channel phase symbols mapping) design rules
minimizing the mean squared distance. The critical path is shown
to be the determining factor.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Spatial diversity communication is currently one of the
most targeted research topics. The most attractive is its
potential for increasing the channel capacity in the band-
width restricted environment. The topic is addressed from
number of different viewpoints starting with the channel
capacity evaluation (see e.g. [1], [2]) and going into the
synthesis of the space-time modulation (e.g. [3]). How-
ever almost all resources have focused so far only onlin-
ear modulation schemes. Reference [4] belongs among
rare exceptions. Thenonlinear constant envelopemod-
ulations provide an attractive option from the implemen-
tation point of view especially on very high frequencies
for indoor communication or for mobile devices with re-
stricted power resources. Especially the resistance of
such modulations to nonlinear distortion is very appeal-
ing. This paper is a follow up of the on going work started
in [5]. The paper contains extended version of the deriva-
tions from [5] supplemented by additional results and cor-
recting unfortunate numerical mistakes in the example ap-
plication code of the [5].

We will focus on the problem by analyzing the dis-
tance properties of constant envelope space-time modula-
tion and then by formulating the design rules for a trellis
code maximizing the distance in Rayleigh spatial diver-
sity channel with independent paths. Here, we will for-
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mulate the rules in terms ofchannel phase symbolsprop-
erties unlike as it is developed in [4] where the rules are
related to the transmitted signal itself. Our approach is
more suitable for the design of the trellis code, i.e. data to
channel phase symbols mapping.

The paper considers a general nonlinear constant enve-
lope modulator with a finite correlation length. The non-
linearity of the modulation and the inherent memory of
its phase expansion part inevitably makes the treatment
more complicated then in the case of linear modulation.
It is known that a class of binary constant envelope phase
modulations can be equivalently expressed as a linear-like
modulation using Laurent expansion (see [6]). However
we will not proceed in this way in the paper. First be-
cause of the binary data constrain and also because of a
lack (except for unity correlation length) of straightfor-
ward relation of the channel phase symbols to the data.
This disqualifies the approach for the trellis code synthe-
sis.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A space-time (ST) modulated signal with constant
envelope components is a vector signal1 s(t) =
[s1(t), . . . , sNt (t)]T whereNt is the number of transmit-
ter antennas. Each component is CPM-class modulated
signal

si (t) = ej 2πκ
∑

n qn,i β(t−nTS) (1)

whereκ is a positive real valued constant—modulation
index,dn ∈ {0,1, . . . (Md − 1)} is the data symbol,σn ∈
{0,1, . . . (Mσ − 1)} is the state of the modulator andTS

is the symbol period. The whole data message isd =
[. . . ,dn, . . .]T . Variablesqn,i = qn,i (dn, σn) are discrete
channel phase symbols. Functionβ(t) is a phase function
(common to alli ) obeyingβ(t) = 0, t ≤ 0 andβ(t) =
1/2, t ≥ LTS. We also defineqn = [qn,1, . . . qn,Nt ]T and
8n,i = qn,iβ(t − nTS) Modulator stateσn obeys a state
transition equationσn+1 = σ(dn, σn). We assume the

1All vectors are column vectors. All derivations are carried out for
complex envelope signals.
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same modulation indexκ in all components of the signal.
We also assume the unity and constant amplitude of the
modulated signal over all components. In the next, we
restrict our attention to the phase modulation functions
with a finite correlation lengthLTS, L ∈ N.

The mapping between data and channel phase symbols
{d} 7→ {q} represents thetrellis codefor theconstant en-
velope ST modulation. The trellis code is a mapping be-
tween data andchannel phase signal space. This needs
to be distinguished from the case of linear ST modula-
tion where the channel symbols are direct expansion of
the modulated signal in the signal space and therefore the
trellis code is a mapping between data and signal space
expansion of the modulated signal.

The signal passes through the AWGN spatial diversity
channel. A received signal on thek-th receive antenna is

xk(t) = uk(t)+wk(t), k ∈ {1, . . . , Nr } (2)

whereNr is the number of the receiver antennas. Noise
componentswk are assumed to be complex white Gaus-
sian IID2 processes each with IID real and imaginary
parts. A double-sided power spectrum density ofwk is
2N0 for all k. A useful part of the received signal on the
k-th receive antenna is

uk(t) =
Nt∑

i=1

aiksi (t), k ∈ {1, . . . , Nr }. (3)

The channel is considered to be a slowly flat fading one.
The coefficientsaik denote the complex valued transfer
from the i -th transmitter to thek-th receiver. They are
zero mean complex Gaussian IID random variables as-
sumed to be constant during the data message transfer.

III. M EAN SQUARED DISTANCE EVALUATION

TRELLIS

A. Mean squared distance

In this section, we derive an expression for the Eu-
clidean distance for useful received signals corresponding
to two different data messagesd(1) andd(2). We denote
the corresponding modulated signal components

s(1)i = ej 2πκ
∑

n8
(1)
n,i , s(2)i = ej 2πκ

∑
n8

(2)
n,i (4)

and similarlyu(1)k (t),u(2)k (t). For the distance evaluation,
the received signalsuk(t) can be conveniently andequiv-
alentlyorganized in a sequence instead as a vector in par-
allel. This allows a simple expression for the squared dis-
tance of the signals conditioned by particular valuesaik

observed at the receiver

ρ2
a =

Mr∑
k=1

∫ ∞

−∞

∣∣∣u(1)k − u(2)k

∣∣∣2 dt =
Nr∑

k=1

Nt∑
i=1

Nt∑
i ′=1

aika∗
i ′kVii ′

(5)

2Independent Identically Distributed.

where

Vii ′ =
∫ ∞

−∞
(s(1)i − s(2)i )(s(1)i ′ − s(2)i ′ )

∗ dt. (6)

Definingak = [a1k, . . . ,aMt k]T , [A]ik = aik andV as the
matrix with elementsVii ′ in i -th row andi ′-th column, we
can express this in a matrix form by3

ρ2
a =

Nr∑
k=1

aT
k Va∗

k =
Nr∑

k=1

tr(akaH
k VT ) = tr

(
AT VA∗) .

(7)
Probability of the pairwise message error between

transmitted messaged = d(1) and the messaged(2) exam-
ined by the detector is for AWGN channel and for given
particularaik

P2e,a = Pr{ρxa(x,d(2)) < ρxa(x,d(1))|d = d(1)}
= Q

(
ρa

2
√

N0

)
(8)

whereρxa(x,d) is the Euclidean detector metric for the
datad and the received signalx assuming a perfect chan-
nel state information knowledge.Q(�) is the normalized
right-tail Gaussian probability function. This probability
can be (except for small argument values) upper bounded
by

P2e,a < P(ub)
2e,a = 1

2
√
π

exp

(
− ρ2

a

8N0

)
. (9)

In order to get an upper bound on the average proba-
bility of the pairwise error we would have to perform the
averaging over all values ofaik , P(ub)

2e = E[P(ub)
2e,a ]. How-

ever, unlike for the case of a linear modulation treated for
example in [3], this expression is mathematically difficult
to further manipulate for our case of thenonlinearmod-
ulation when a simple relation toqn,i is required for the
code synthesis. Instead, we average directly the squared
distanceρ2 = E[ρ2

a]. This value can be then used in
the exponential to obtain an approximation of the upper
bound

P′(ub)
2e = 1

2
√
π

exp

(
− ρ2

8N0

)
. (10)

Of course there is no simple analytical relation between
P(ub)

2e and P′(ub)
2e . However, we canphysically interpret

what is achieved bymaximizingaveragedρ2. This is in
fact equivalent to minimizing E[ln P(ub)

2e,a ] which can be
easily seen from (9). A choice of the pairwise error prob-
ability logarithm minimization seems to be quite accept-
able especially realizing that the mutual information and
the channel capacity are closely related to the expectation
of the error probability logarithm. Later in the paper, we

3It holds xT y = tr(xyT ) for any equal length vectors. The function
tr(.) denotes a trace of the matrix.
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will support this step by simulation results relating mutu-
ally P′(ub)

2e andP(ub)
2e values.

Now we evaluate the average useful received signal
squared distance over all values ofaik . The averaging
is performed over large number of data transfer sessions.
Considering the assumption of slow fading together with
some kind of splitting the long message into smaller
pieces, this also corresponds to the averaging the distance
over the long data message split into independent smaller
pieces. The average squared distance is

ρ2 = E[ρ2
a] =

Nr∑
k=1

tr(RakVT ) (11)

whereRak = E[akaH
k ]. Using the assumption of IID ran-

dom variablesaik , we getRak = σ 2
a I and subsequently

ρ2 =
Nr∑

k=1

tr(σ 2
a IV T ) = σ 2

a

Nr∑
k=1

tr(VT ) = σ 2
a Nr tr(V).

(12)
The trace of the matrixV is tr(V) = ∑Nt

i=1 Vii where

Vii =
∫ ∞

−∞
|s(1)i |2 + |s(2)i |2 − 2<[s(1)i s(2)∗i ] dt. (13)

A substitution of the modulated signal (4) into this ex-
pression and a normalization of the squared distance (12)
by a suitable constantρ′2 = ρ2/(2σ 2

a Nr TS) gives

ρ′2 =
Nt∑

i=1

1

TS

∫ ∞

−∞
1 − <

[
ej 2πκ

∑
n(8

(1)
n,i −8(2)n,i )

]
dt

=
Nt∑

i=1

∞∑
m=−∞

1ρ′2
i (m) (14)

where the squared distance increments for thei -th branch
are

1ρ′2
i (m) = 1− 1

TS

∫ (m+1)TS

mTS

<
[
ej 2πκ

∑
n(8

(1)
n,i −8(2)n,i )

]
dt.

(15)
Notice thatρ′2 is the normalized valueper one receiver
antenna. A substitution for phase modulation functions
and utilization of the finite correlation length assumption
gives

1ρ′2
i (m) = 1 − <[ηi (m)λi (m)] (16)

where

ηi (m) = exp

(
j 2πκ

m−L∑
n=−∞

1qn,i

2

)
(17)

and

λi (m) = 1

TS

∫ TS

0
ej 2πκ

∑0
n=−L+11qm+n,i β(t−nTS) dt.

(18)

The quantity1qm,i = q(1)m,i − q(2)m,i is the channel phase
symbol difference. An overall squared distance increment
reflecting all transmitted signals is

1ρ′2(m) =
Nt∑

i=1

1ρ′2
i (m) = Nt −

Nt∑
i=1

< [ηi (m)λi (m)] .

(19)
If we consider aspecial caseof high practical impor-

tance when the modulation index is a rational numberκ =
κ1/κ2, κ1, κ2 ∈ N and when channel phase symbols are
drawn from the setqm,i ∈ {±1,±3, . . . ,±(Mq −1)} then
the differences are1qm,i ∈ {0,±2,±4, . . . ,±2(Mq−1)}
and

∑m−L
n=−∞1qn,i /2 becomes an integer. The set of all

possibleηi (m) becomes finiteηi (m) ∈ {η(p)}Mη

p=1. We
can define

ψi (m) =
(

Mηκ

m−L∑
n=−∞

1qn,i

2

)
mod Mη (20)

(ψi (m) ∈ {0,1, . . . (Mη − 1)}) which is related toηi (m)
by

ηi (m) = exp

(
j 2π

ψi (m)

Mη

)
. (21)

We will assume this in the whole subsequent treatment.

B. Distance evaluation trellis

We can now define2(m) = [θ1(m), . . . , θNt (m)]
θi (m) = [ψi (m),1qm−L+1,i /2, . . . ,1qm−1,i /2]T .

(22)
It can be easily seen that2(m) and1qm = q(1)m − q(2)m
can be interpreted as astateand aninput of the distance
evaluation procedure which itself possesses the memory.
Compare this result with a typical trellis code design for
linear modulations where the only memory needed to be
considered is the one of the modulator trellis. The dis-
tance evaluation in that case is memoryless. The mem-
ory of the distance evaluation process is just the one that
makes the modulator trellis code synthesis difficult for the
nonlinear modulation.

The squared distance increment1ρ′2(m) can be calcu-
lated having knowledge of the input1qm and the state
2(m). The quantity2(m) will be referred as adistance
evaluation state. A state transition equationθi (m + 1) =
θ(θi (m),1qm,i ) for i -th branch is clearly4

[θi (m + 1)]1 = ([θi (m)]1 + Mηκ[θi (m)]2) mod Mη

[θi (m + 1)]2 = [θi (m)]3
...

[θi (m + 1)]L−1 = [θi (m)]L

[θi (m + 1)]L = 1qm,i /2. (23)

4[x]i denotesi -th component of the vector.
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The number of all possible distance evaluation states is

M2 = ((2Mq − 1)L−1Mη)
Nt . (24)

The distance evaluation can be conveniently graphi-
cally represented by a path in adistance evaluation trellis.
It is important to stress that the distance evaluation states
and trellis are completely independent with the states and
trellis of the modulator. The distance evaluation trel-
lis serves as the distance evaluation tool. The particular
form of the distance evaluation trellis depends only on the
channel phase symbols difference and onκ , Nt andβ(t).
It is not directly related to the actual message data (only
through1qm).

The distance evaluation trellis will be used later for
an evaluation of the free distance and for a code design
maximizing this free distance. From that point of view,
the initial distance evaluation state is alwaysθi (0) =
[0,0, . . . ,0]T , i = 1, . . . , Nt at the point5 where the path
in the modulator trellis splits for the first time for two dif-
ferent data messagesd(1), d(2). This directly follows from
the fact that the data and consequently the channel phase
symbols are the same up to the point of the split (m = 0)
for both messages and thus1qm,i = 0 for m< 0.

C. Example case

Now we present an example case as an illustration of
the distance evaluation trellis concept. The phase function
is

β(t) =
∫ t

−∞
µ(τ) dτ (25)

whereµ(τ) is the RC2 frequency impulse6 (i.e. L = 2)
andqn,i ∈ {±1}, Mq = 2 andκ = 1/2. We will con-
sider the case of 2-space code (i.e. two transmitter an-
tennasNt = 2). These particular values imply also that
1qn,i ∈ {0,±2} andψi (m) ∈ {0,1}, Mη = 2. The dis-
tance evaluation state vector is

θi (m) = [ψi (m),1qm−1,i /2]T (26)

with initial stateθi (0) = [0,0]T . The total number of
distance evaluation states isM2 = 62 = 36. In this ex-
ample case, the first equation in (23) becomes particularly
simple

[θi (m + 1)]1 = ([θi (m)]1 + [θi (m)]2) mod 2. (27)

There is one special feature of the case withMη = 2
which is howevernot generally applicable for other val-
ues. This is the symmetry of the previous equation with
respect to the sign of the[θi (m)]2. We can therefore de-
fine a new state with reduced number of possible values

θ′
i (m) = [ψi (m), |1qm−1,i |/2]T , (28)

5We can assign the indexm = 0 to this point without any loss of
generality.

6Raised Cosine impulse with the length 2TS.

θ′
i (m) ∈ {[0,0]T , [0,1]T , [1,0]T , [1,1]T }. (29)

The number of all possible states is then reduced to
M2′ = 42 = 16.

For this particular example, we can evaluate mutual re-
lation betweenP′(ub)

2e andP(ub)
2e values by means of simu-

lation. We plot a 2-dimensional graphP′(ub)
2e versusP(ub)

2e
where each point corresponds to one particular pairwise
error probability event corresponding to particular pair of
channel phase symbols sequencesEq(1) andEq(2). We plot
the point for all possible combinations ofEq(1) and Eq(2).
The results for various parameters are on Figure 1. Signal
to noise ratio is defined as

γS =
E
[∑Nr

k=1 |uk|2
]

N0
= Nt Nr σ

2
a

N0
. (30)

The most important is the behavior of relation in the
north-eastpart of the graph. This is the region which
dominates the overall error properties of the detection.
We can see that the relation ofP′(ub)

2e and P(ub)
2e is close

to amonotonefunction in that region. This justifies usage
of P′(ub)

2e as a code design objective function.

IV. M ODULATOR TRELLIS CODE DESIGN

A. Design objectives

In this section, we attempt to synthesize a modulator
coder—i.e. to design a mapping7 of data symbolsdn and
modulator statesσn on the channel phase symbolsqn and
modulator state transitionsσn+1 = σ(dn, σn) in such a
way that the minimum mean squared distance over all dif-
ferent data messages

ρ′2
free = min

d(1) 6=d(2)
ρ′2 (31)

is maximized. The squared distanceρ′2 evaluation is
however (as derived in the previous section) also ruled
by the state-space model (state evaluation trellis). This
makes the synthesis particularly difficult since we need to
design a system with memory (discrete part of the mod-
ulator) in such a way that its output difference1qn for
two data messages fed into another system with memory
(distance evaluation trellis) maximizes the output of the
second one (ρ′2) for all d(1) 6= d(2).

B. Initial and final state of distance evaluation trellis

We will assume that the two data messages are identical
for n < 0, i.e.d(1)n = d(2)n , n < 0. Data symbolsd(1)0 and

d(2)0 are the first that differ and indexn = 0 corresponds
to the first modulator trellis path split. We also realize that

7The discrete function(dn, σn) 7→ qn forms a discrete part of the
modulator.
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Fig. 1. Relation betweenP′(ub)
2e andP(ub)

2e for the example case III-C.

the initial state of the distance evaluation trellis is always
(for any particular data) given by (see section III-B)

θi (0) = [0,0, . . .0]T (32)

at the point of the path split.
A situation is much more interesting at the point in the

modulator trellis where the two paths merge again. When
the paths merge again atn = K , whereK is the length of
the free path, then1qn = 0 for all n ≥ K . However the
behavior of the distance evaluation trellis is very different.
The distance evaluation trellis reaches its final state (after
some delay given by the memory of the evaluation proce-
dure) after the merge in the modulator trellis atn = K . A
particular value of the final state depends on the distance
evaluation trellis and on the particular history of channel
phase symboldifferences1qn. The number of possible
final states isM Nt

η which can be easily deduced from the
distance evaluation state transition equation. All possible
final states are

θi (m) = [ψi (m),0,0, . . . ,0]T , (33)

i = 1, . . . , Nt .
One of the possible final states isequivalentto the ini-

tial state2(m) = 0. We realize that the squared distance
increment iszero1ρ′2(m) = 0 if and only if the distance
evaluation state is2(m) = 0 and1qm = 0. This means
that there are some paths (with the final state2(m) = 0)
in the distance evaluation trellis thatstop to increasethe
accumulated squared distance when they reach the final
state. There are also paths (with the final state2(m) 6= 0)
thatcontinue to increasethe squared distance even when
they reach the final state. The paths with the final state
2(m) = 0 will be referred ascritical distance evaluation
trellis paths. These paths affect the minimum free dis-
tance of the modulated signal. All other paths continue
to increase the distance even after the merge in the mod-

ulator trellis and therefore cannot influence the minimum
free distance.

It is also useful to observe that in order to get into the
final state2(m) the lastL−1 channel symbol differences
must be zero1qn = 0 for n = (m− L +1), . . . , (m−1).
Thus only firstm− L + 1 differences{1qn}m−L

n=0 needs to
be explored for reaching the final state atm.

C. Modulator trellis design rules

Here, we formulate modulator trellis design rules based
on the previous conclusions on the behavior of the dis-
tance evaluation trellis (especially its final states). The
main concern is the critical distance evaluation trellis
path. The design rules are:
1. We analyze the distance evaluation trellis and find the
shortest free critical paths. The length of the shortest one
is denoted byξ0. The longer ones are denoted byξn =
ξ0 + n, n ∈ N.
2. We identify the set of all sequences of the channel
phase symbols differences

A ` = {1Eq = [1q0,1q1, . . . ,1qξ`−L ](p)}Mξ`

p=1 (34)

that induce the critical pathin the distance evaluation
trellis. Especially important is the set corresponding to
the shortest free pathA 0. We also find corresponding
squared distances for all critical pathsρ′2

c,`(1Eq) = ρ′2
for all 1Eq ∈ A ` and define

ρ′2
cmin,` = min

1Eq∈A `
ρ′2

c,`(1Eq). (35)

3. We design the modulator trellis in such a way that we
avoid any sequence1Eq ∈ A 0 for any pair of possible
paths in the modulator trellis that splits at the common
point and merges afterξ0 − L + 1 transitions.
4. The pairs of free paths having the lengthξ1 − L + 1
in the modulator trellis will be assigned to such chan-
nel symbols that1Eq ∈ A 1 and correspond to the high-
est possibleρ′2

c,1(1Eq). This guarantees maximization of
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�′(m)

m
critical paths

Fig. 2. The distance evaluation trellis with reduced set of the states for
the example III-C.

ρ′2
cmin,1(U1) where the minimum free squared distance

over all used1Eq ∈ U` is

ρ′2
cmin,`(U`) = min

1Eq∈U`
ρ′2

c,`(1Eq) (36)

and the set of alluseddifference sequences is defined as

U` = {1Eq, used at critical path withξ` length} ⊂ A ` .

(37)
The expressionρ′2

cmin,1(U1) can be greater thenρ′2
cmin,1

since there can be some1Eq ∈ A 1 not actually used
in the modulator trellis. On the other side, the particu-
lar situation for given modulation parametersgenerally
does notguarantee thatρ′2

cmin,`2
would be greater than

ρ′2
cmin,`1

(U`1) for `2 > `1. A careful observation of this
behavior is needed. However the situation for high differ-
ence values̀2 − `1 usually satisfies the condition.

D. Example case

Here, we will continue with the example case III-C.
The distance evaluation trellis free paths are shown on
Fig. 2 and 3. The reduced states are indexed by a new
variable�′(m) which is get from the reduced statesθ′

i (m)
as

�′(m) = [8,4]θ′
1(m)+ [2,1]θ′

2(m). (38)

We use similar indexation by�(m) for ordinary states
θi (m). It can be clearly seen that the shortest free critical
path has the lengthξ0 = 3.

The optimum code search in this simple case could be
done by the following way.
1. We determine the sequencesA 0. An analysis of the
distance evaluation trellis reveals thatMξ0 = 24 and the
setA 0 is

A 0 =
⋃

i

A 0,i

1 2 3 4 5

5

10

15

20

25

30

�(m)

m

Fig. 3. The distance evaluation trellis for the example III-C.

where

A 0,1 =
{
[±2,±2]T , [±2,±2]T

}
, (39)

A 0,2 =
{{

[±2,0]T , [±2,0]T
}
,{

[0,±2]T , [0,±2]T
}}
. (40)

Mean squared distances for these sets are

ρ′2(A 0,1) ∼= 4.0, (41)

ρ′2(A 0,2) ∼= 2.0. (42)

2. Then we find sequencesU1 = ⋃
i U1,i with the largest

accumulated squared distances. In this example, the sub-
sets with largest distances are

U1,1 =
{
[±2,±2]T , [0,0]T , [±2,±2]T

}
, (43)

U1,2 =
{{

[±2,0]T , [0,±2]T , [±2,±2]T
}
,{

[0,±2]T , [±2,0]T , [±2,±2]T
}
,{

[±2,±2]T , [±2,0]T , [0,±2]T
}
,{

[±2,±2]T , [0,±2]T , [±2,0]T
}}
,(44)

...

U1,i = · · · , i > 2. (45)

Mean squared distances for these sets are

ρ′2(U1,1) ∼= 8.0, (46)

ρ′2(U1,2) ∼= 6.0, (47)
...

ρ′2(U1,i ) < ρ′2(U1,2), i > 2. (48)

3. Then the trellis is set up in such a way that form =
0 the diverting paths, form = 1 the disjunct paths and
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-1-1,+1-1

+1-1,-1+1

-1-1,+1-1

-1+1,+1+1

code B

ρ′2
cmin,0(U0) = 2.0

code C

ρ′2
cmin,1(U1) = 4.0

-1+1,-1-1

+1-1,-1+1

code D

ρ′2
cmin,2(U2) = 8.0

-1-1,+1-1

+1+1,-1+1

code A

ρ′2
cmin,1(U1) = 6.0

Fig. 4. An example of 2-space 2-state (Mσ = 2) modulator trellis for
binary data (Md = 2) for the example III-C. The vectors at the left hand
side are the channel phase symbol vectors. The first is used for the upper
and the second for the lower branch splitting at the given state.

for m = 2 the merging paths are assigned such channel
symbols that their difference falls into subsetU1,i with
largest possible distance.
4. Next level of the optimization procedure is the choice
of the used paths set avoiding the critical paths even on
the lengthsξ`, ` ≥ 1. However the methodology for this
type of design needs more research effort and currently
relies on the ad-hoc approach.
Fig. 4 shows a simple 2-space 2-state (Mσ = 2) modula-
tor trellis for binary data (Md = 2). In the case of the 2-
state code we are however veryrestrictedin possible map-
pings of channel symbols onto the code trellis. Therefore
we, in fact, cannot use the bestU1,1. In order to have the
disjunct paths of the1qn = [0,0]T type, both diverting
and merging paths would be from the same set and there-
fore from the setA 0. In order to utilizeU1,1 the coder
trellis would have to havemore than 2 states. We must
therefore use the setU1,2. Diverting paths will be from
1qn = [±2,0]T , disjunct paths from1qn = [0,±2]T

and merging paths from1qn = [±2,±2]T .
There are shown several different codes among which

the code A is the one with the best possible (for 2-state
code) setU1,i . For comparison purposes, Fig. 4 shows
also other non-optimal codes. The code B has the short-
est used critical path length equal to the minimal one—
i.e. ξ0 = 3. Code C has the shortest critical path length
ξ1 = 4 however the setU1 is not the optimal one. There is
also shownρ′2

cmin,`(U`) where` corresponds to the short-
est used critical path having lengthξ`. The last shown
code D is a “hand crafted” design trying to avoid the crit-
ical paths even on the lengthξ1. We are rewarded by the
largest distance.

E. Open problems

There is a number of open problems that will need to
be addressed in the future work. The most important ones
are:
• general relation ofρ′2

cmin,`2
andρ′2

cmin,`1
(U`1) for `2 >

`1,
• general relation between the number of the modulator

statesMσ and the availability of sufficiently large setU`
with highρ′2

cmin,`(U`),
• design avoiding critical paths onξ`, ` ≥ 1.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a general procedure
for the space-time constant envelope trellis coded modu-
lation design. The work was concentrated around several
key points. The first one was the derivation of the aver-
aged squared distance in the slowly flat fading Rayleigh
channel which was shown to correspond to the mean of
the error probability logarithm. In the case of the nonlin-
ear modulation this is the only mathematically tractable
way. Second major point shown in the paper is the fact
that the evaluation of the distance is controlled by two
procedures with memory—the discrete part of the mod-
ulator and the distance evaluation algorithm. Both can
be described by a trellis. The distance evaluation trellis
has some special properties related to its initial and final
state and also to the distance increments. All these prop-
erties were closely investigated. The most important is
the concept of the critical distance evaluation trellis path
which dominantly determines the overall modulation free
distance. The principle of critical distance evaluation path
can be generally utilized in any other situation where we
design a system with memory while optimizing the objec-
tive function itself possessing the memory. In the second
part of the paper a set of rules for the modulator trellis
code design was suggested. The main attention was fo-
cused to the critical path treatment. As an example, a
simple 2-space 2-state binary trellis code was designed.
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